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Designing Boron and Metal Complexes to Fluoride Recognition: 
Computational Perspective 

Renato Pereira Orenha,*a Letícia Bermudes Peixoto,a Giovanni Finoto Caramori,b Maurício Jeomar 
Piotrowski,c Krys Elly de Araújo Batista,c Julia Contreras–Garcia,d Carlos Cardenas,e,f Nelson H. 
Morgon,g Fernando Mendizabal,h and Renato Luis Tame Parreiraa 

The fluoride anion (F−) may have beneficial or harmful effects on the environment depending on its concentration. Here, we 

shed light into the F− recognition by compounds containing boron, tellurium and antimony, which experimentally 

demonstrated to be capable of interacting with the ion F− in a partially aqueous medium. The boron and metal complexes 

recognize the anion F− from an electrostatic principally energy, but with an importantly contribution of the orbital 

interactions energy. Since that the natural orbitals for chemical valence (NOCV) methodology indicates that the main orbital 

interactions behind the fluoride recognition are σ bonds between the receptors and the anion F–. The charged receptors, 

which provide: i) two B atoms; ii) one B atom and one Sb atom; and iii) one B atom and one Te atom, to directly interact 

with the ion F− appear as one of the best structures to anionic recognition of F−. It is supported by combination of favorable 

electrostatic and σ bond interactions. Overall, the presence of electron donor groups, such as, –CH3 and –OH, in the 

receptors structure destabilizes the fluoride recognition because decrease the attractive electrostatic energy and increase 

the Pauli repulsion energy in the receptor….F– bonds. Notably, electron acceptor groups as, for example, –CN and –NO2 in 

the receptors structure favor the interaction with the ion F–, due to improving of the electrostatic and σ bond interactions. 

This study opens the gates to find the main features of a receptor able to F– recognition. 

1. Introduction 

Anion recognition is an interesting research field due to the 

importance of these molecules to the environmental and 

biological processes.1 Compounds that can specifically bind to 

anions in aqueous milieu are of substantial relevance. The 

comprehension of the bonding situation between an anion and 

its receptor is crucial to the rational design of new receptors 

with improved properties.2–4 The fluoride anion is usually 

involved in the management of osteoporosis. This ion is also 

added to the water supply and toothpaste aiming to promote 

positive results to dental health.5 Nevertheless, the presence of 

this ion in high level is associated with skeletal and dental 

fluorosis.6 Therefore, it is necessary to create new 

methodologies to F– identify in aqueous media. The maximum 

contaminant level of the fluoride ion in drinking water was set 

at 4 ppm by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).7 The 

most important goal would be developing a technique capable 

to detecting the ion F– below of this limit. 

The challenge of to elaborate structures, soluble in water, 

with an affinity sufficiently high to F– is immense because of the 

expressive hydration enthalpy of this ion.8 Lewis acids 

containing elements of the main group have shown excellent 

results in the recognition of small ions.9 Alternative fluoride 

receptors based on transition metals or lanthanides complexes 

have also been investigated in the literature.10–14 The synthesis 

of boron−based compounds was an achievement, as it 

generated water–soluble structures capable of identifying 

fluoride anions.15,16 To ensure that these boron molecules can 

efficiently interact with fluorine anions, some strategies were 

proposed. The addition of electron–withdrawing ligands to 

boron−containing molecules is one of the concepts adopted to 

increase the Lewis acidity these boron compounds.17 Another 

idea is related to the oxidation of the boron structures, such as, 

in Fc–B(OH)2 → [Fc–B(OH)2]+ + e– (Fc = ferrocenyl), in which the 

oxidized species show an accretion of Lewis acidity compared to 

non–oxidized ones, leading to a significant increase in the 

affinity of fluoride for boron.18 Boron–based bidentate Lewis 

acids can also be used to chelate anionic guests. The anion 
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affinity can be controlled from the onium main–group element 

nature.19 

Strong Lewis acids also can be obtained from group 15 

elements, chiefly antimony.20 The use of organic ligands in 

antimony(V) complexes creates strong Lewis acids, but that not 

show corrosive properties, such as, in pentahalide analogous.21 

Solutions with high water content (> 50 % H2O) promote critical 

problems to fluoride recognition from antimony structures. It 

occurs due to the preferential H2O coordination to antimony 

complexes vacancy.22 Organostiboranes and tetraarylstibonium 

ions are Lewis acids that can bind F– in aqueous solution.9,23 

Also, antimony compounds can be associated with one 

transition–metal center aiming for an easily detectable optical 

sign to F– recognition.9 Recently, neutral bidentate antimony(V) 

compound was synthesized. This molecule represented the first 

neutral main group Lewis acid that is capable to detect the 

anion F– in water media.24 

To elucidate the nature behind of the fluoride recognition in 

aqueous environment, the bonding between F– and selected 

boron, tellurium and antimony structures, experimentally 

recognized as efficient fluoride receptors, will be initially 

evaluated (Scheme 1).4,9,23,25–27 Importantly, the molecules with 

the highlighted skill to interact with the anion F– will be modified 

using electron donor or acceptor groups, such as, –OH, –CH3, –

CN and –NO2 to project complexes with larger capability to 

recognize the ion F– (Scheme 2). The bond nature will be 

investigated from the EDA–NOCV methodology. In addition, the 

topological analysis of the electron density will be realized using 

the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) method. 

2. Computational Methods 

The geometry of all studied compounds was optimized without 

restraints, and the vibrational frequencies were calculated from 

the BP8628,29–D3(BJ)30–34 method and def2–TZVP basis set.35 

The water solvation was considered from the polarizable 

continuum model (PCM) using the integral equation formalism 

variant (IEFPCM).36 Vibrational analyses for all optimized 

geometries validate that they are all energy minima at the level 

of theory applied here. The wavefunction (for QTAIM analysis) 

was obtained from the BP86–D3(BJ)/def2–TZVP+PCM(H2O) 

computational model. The desolvation energy (ΔEdes) was 

calculated using the BP86/def2–TZVP+PCM(H2O) theory level. 

ΔEdes is equal to ΔEdes,complex – ΔEdes,receptor – ΔEdes,anion, where the 

parameters: i) ΔEdes,complex; ii) ΔEdes,receptor; and iii) ΔEdes,anion, are 

the interaction energy between the polarized solute: i) 

receptor….F–; ii) receptor; and iii) anion F–, and the solvent H2O, 

respectively. The precision of the integration grid was sets to 

UltraFine, (99,590) grid, to these calculations.37 Here, the 

calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16 Revision 

A.03 software.38 The topological analysis of the electron density 

(from the QTAIM39,40 method) was calculated using the AIMAll 

(Version 17.01.25) software.41 

The binding analysis was realized from the EDA42 method in 

combination with the NOCV43,44 methodology. According to the 

EDA formalism, the interaction energy, ΔEint, between, for 

example, the receptor 1 and the anion F– can be decomposed 

into electrostatic, ΔVelstat, Pauli repulsion, ΔEPauli, and orbital 

interactions, ΔEoi, components.42 The term ΔVelstat represents 

the quasi–classical electrostatic interaction between 

unperturbed charge densities and nuclei of the geometrically 

deformed fragments. The Pauli repulsion ΔEPauli contains the 

destabilizing interactions between the occupied orbitals and is 

accountable for the steric repulsion. The orbital interactions 

energy ΔEoi reflects the charge transfer (donor–acceptor 

interactions between occupied orbitals in one fragment with 

the empty orbitals of another fragment) and polarization 

(unoccupied/occupied orbital mixing in one moiety due to the 

presence of the other). Besides, the ΔEdes parameter will be 

summed to ΔEint energy, ΔEint+des, to evaluate the influence of 

the solvent environment on the interaction energy.45,46 The 

ΔEdes energy considers the electrostatic interactions associated  

 

Scheme 1. Selected boron, tellurium and antimony structures to F– recognition: (1–10)….F–. 
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Scheme 2. Structures designed from the complexes (4–6)….F–: 4CH3
….F– (R1 = CH3), 

4CN….F– (R1 = CN), 4NO2
….F– (R1 = NO2), 4OH….F– (R1 = OH), 5CH3,H….F– (R2 = CH3 and 

R3 = H), 5H,CH3
….F– (R2 = H and R3 = CH3), 5CN,H….F– (R2 = CN and R3 = H), 5H,CN….F– 

(R2 = H and R3 = CN), 5NO2,H….F– (R2 = NO2 and R3 = H), 5H,NO2
….F– (R2 = H and R3 = 

NO2), 5OH,H….F– (R2 = OH and R3 = H), 5H,OH….F– (R2 = H and R3 = OH), 6CH3
….F– (R4 

= CH3), 6CN….F– (R4 = CN), 6NO2
….F– (R4 = NO2) and 6OH….F– (R4 = OH). 

to desolvation penalty. As will be shown by EDA analysis, it 

represents a relevant approach due to predominantly 

contribution of the ΔVelstat term to ΔEint energy. In the NOCV 

methodology, the total deformation density (ρ) of ΔEoi is 

decomposed into deformation density flow channels (Δρi). Each 

Δρi is also related the energy (ΔEoi,i) and their charge transfer 

(Δqi).43,44 The EDA–NOCV results were obtained through of the 

BP86 method along with the QZ4P basis set.47 This basis set is 

recommended for small anionic species such as F−.48 Scalar 

relativistic corrections were included self–consistently from the 

zero–order regular approximation (ZORA).49 The accuracy of the 

integration grid (Becke grid) was, for these calculations, sets to 

VERYGOOD.50 The EDA–NOCV calculations were done in gas 

phase from the ADF2020 software.51–53 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Recognition of the Fluoride Anion using Experimentally 

Developed Receptors 

Initially, the optimized geometry of the complexes (2, 4, and 6–

10)….F– show RMSd values (0.292; 0.234; 0.244; 0.660; 0.443; 

0.364 and 0.293 Å, respectively) lower than 1.000 Å in relation 

to geometry of these complexes obtained from the X–ray 

data.2,9,23,27 It attests the accuracy of the computational model, 

BP86–D3(BJ)/def2–TZVP, chosen to optimize the geometry of 

the complexes investigated (Table S1). 

Selected bond lengths in the complexes (1–10)….F– are 

organized in the Table 1 to a first analysis of the skill of the 

receptors 1–10 to recognize the anion F–. The values of the bond 

length r(B….F–) are lower than r(Te….F–) and r(Sb….F–). Besides, 

the value of the bond length r(Te….F–) is larger compared to 

r(Sb….F–). These data indicate the boron compounds as 

preferential receptor structures to recognize the anion F–. 

Importantly, the values of the bond length r(B….F–) in the 

structures (4–6)….F– are larger regarding to complexes (1–3)….F–

. However, in the molecules 4–6, there is another B, Te or Sb 

atom closer to anion F–. As will be shown from EDA analysis, this 

chemical environment provides to compounds 4–6 a 

preferentially interaction energy with the anion F– concerning 

to receptors 1–3. 

To elucidate the recognition of the fluoride ion, the 

interaction between the receptors 1–10 and the fluoride anion 

was studied from the EDA method. There are attractive ΔEint 

values between the compounds 1–10 and the anion F– (Table 2). 

These favorable values of ΔEint can be explained because the 

sum of the attractive energetic terms (ΔVelstat and ΔEoi) 

overcomes the ΔEPauli repulsive energy. Pertinently, the term 

ΔVelstat appears as the most important attractive energetic term 

(ΔVelstat represents 56–66 % of the sum ΔVelstat + ΔEoi) for the 

interactions (1–10)….F–. However, there is also a relevant 

contribution of the component ΔEoi (34–44 %) to energy ΔVelstat 

+ ΔEoi. The receptors 8 and 10 interact with the anion F– with 

the largest contribution of the ΔVelstat term (66 %) to energy 

ΔVelstat + ΔEoi. On the other hand, the structure 1 interacts with 

the anion F– with the largest weight of the ΔEoi component (44 

%) to energy ΔVelstat + ΔEoi. 

The receptors that interact with the anion F– from a most 

attractive way (ΔEint = –164.77, –173.23 and –166.47 kcal mol–1 

to complexes 4….F–, 5….F– and 6….F–, respectively) are the ones 

that provide to two atoms for a direct interaction with the anion 

F– (Scheme 1). The structure 5, where two B atoms are available  
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Table 1. The main bond distances (r / Å) between the B, Te and Sb atoms of the: i) 

receptors 1–10; and ii) derivatives structures, and the anion F–. 

Complex r(B....F–) r(B....F–) r(Te....F–) r(Sb....F–) 

1....F– 1.489 – – – 

2....F– 1.505 – – – 

3....F– 1.491 – – – 

4....F– 1.541 – 2.519 – 

4CH3
....F– 1.532 – 2.550 – 

4OH....F– 1.530 – 2.528 – 

4NO2
....F– 1.508 – 2.646 – 

4CN....F– 1.514 – 2.665 – 

5....F– 1.703[a] 1.561[b] – – 

5CH3,H....F– 1.676[a] 1.565[b] – – 

5H,CH3
....F– 1.694[a] 1.548[b] – – 

5OH,H....F– 1.632[a] 1.603[b] – – 

5H,OH....F– 1.713[a] 1.542[b] – – 

5NO2,H....F– 2.105[a] 1.452[b] – – 

5H,NO2
....F– 1.631[a] 1.561[b] – – 

5CN,H....F– 1.971[a] 1.472[b] – – 

5H,CN....F– 1.668[a] 1.539[b] – – 

6....F– 1.539 – – 2.456 

6CH3
....F– 1.557 – – 2.423 

6OH....F– 1.524 – – 2.459 

6NO2
....F– 1.535 – – 2.413 

6CN....F– 1.532 – – 2.436 

7....F– – – – 2.066 

8....F– – – – 2.084 

9....F– – – – 2.012 

10....F– – – – 2.093 

[a] Bond length related to boron atom localized in the left position in the respective 

structure of the Schemes 1 and 2; and [b] Bond length related to boron atom 

localized in the right position in the respective structure of the Schemes 1 and 2. 

to directly interact with the anion F–, appears as the best 

compound to recognize the anion F–. The complex 5….F– shows 

a more favorable ΔEint energy than the compounds 4….F– (with 

one B atom and one Te atom available to directly interact with 

the anion F–) and 6….F– (with one B atom and one Sb atom 

available to directly interact with the anion F–) due the more 

attractive values of the ΔVelstat and ΔEoi components, despite of 

the more repulsive value of the ΔEPauli energy in the 5….F– bond 

regarding to 4….F– and 6….F– interactions. Interestingly, the 

receptors 4 and 6 interact with the anion F– from a little more 

attractive ΔEint energy than in the bond 3….F–. It occurs because 

the more favorable ΔEoi term and, mainly, due to more 

attractive ΔVelstat energetic component, despite of the more 

repulsive ΔEPauli energy in the 4….F– and 6….F– interactions 

concerning to 3….F– bond. Importantly, as will be shown in the 

next paragraphs, the NOCV analysis specifies that the Te….F– and 

Sb….F– σ interactions show a relevant role concerning to 

preferential 4….F– and 6….F– interactions regarding to 3….F– bond. 

These results agree with experimental data, which indicate that 

the anion affinity of the boranes can be markedly enhanced, 

narrowing the distance between the B….F– binding site and the 

onium ion.2 

In relation to structures where the ion F– directly interact 

with the boron atom, (1–3)….F–, the 3….F– interaction shows a 

more favorable value of the ΔEint energy than in the 2….F– bond 

and, mainly, in the 1….F– bond (–162.04, –158.62 and –148.23 

kcal mol–1, respectively). Here, there are two different trends. 

Firstly, the most favorable 3….F– bond is supported by the less 

repulsive ΔEPauli energy, despite of the less favorable ΔVelstat and 

ΔEoi energies in the 3….F– interaction in relation to 2….F– bond. 

Secondly, the more attractive 3….F– interaction is maintained by 

a more favorable value of the ΔVelstat energetic term, despite of 

the more repulsive ΔEPauli energy in the 3….F– bond regarding to 

1….F– interaction. 

Concerning to compounds where the antimony atom 

directly interacts with the anion F–, the 9….F– bond shows a more 

attractive ΔEint energy compared to 7….F–, 8….F– and 10….F– bonds 

(Table 2). This result is associated with the fact of the complex 

9….F– has a more favorable value of the ΔEoi energy in relation to 

compounds 7….F–, 8….F– and 10….F–. This energy counterbalances 

the more repulsive value of the ΔEPauli energy in the 9….F– bond 

in relation to 7….F–, 8….F– and 10….F– interactions. In addition, the 

9….F– interaction shows a more attractive ΔVelstat energy than in 

the 8….F– and 10….F– bonds. Importantly, these weak interactions 

between the antimony–based receptors and the anion F– can 

not be sufficient to overcomes the water molecules shell 

around this ion in a predominantly aqueous medium. 

The NOCV methodology has been used to provide 

information about the orbital interactions associated with the 

F– recognition. The most relevant density deformation 

isosurfaces to complexes (1–10)….F– are shown in the Figures 1 

and 2. Relevantly, these figures show that the F– recognition is 

supported by σ–bond interactions between the receptors 1–10 

and the anion F–. The structures with the most stabilizing ΔEoi 

energy are the complexes (4–6)….F–. It occurs due to 

combination of the two main ΔEoi,1 and ΔEoi,2 orbital interactions 

energies (Table 2). For (4–6)….F–, the combination of the two 

most important deformation density flow channels also show 

the most significant charge transfer values (Δq1+2 = 1.028, 1.220 

and 1.026 a.u., respectively). Thus, the NOCV results of the 

complexes (4–6)….F– show that the B….F– σ–bond interactions 

are more favorable regarding to Te….F– and Sb….F– σ–bonds. 

However, the Te….F– and Sb….F– σ–interactions also appear as an 

important factor to a more favorable recognition of the anion 

F–. For the other boron compounds, (1–3)….F–, the σ–bond 

interaction in the 1….F– complex is more favorable than in the (2 

and 3)….F– interactions. Besides, the σ–bond interactions in the 

(2 and 3)….F– complexes appear with similar strength. The 

antimony–based structures (7–10) show the less attractive 

values of the ΔEoi,1 parameter (–68.29, –64.88, –71.64 and –

59.84 kcal mol–1, respectively). 

Additionally, the desolvation energy, ΔEdes, of the complexes  
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Table 2. Analysis of the chemical bonds between the: i) receptors 1–10; and ii) designed receptors from the compounds 4–6, and the anion F–. The units of energy and charge are 

kcal mol–1 and a.u, respectively.[a,b] 

Complex ΔEint+des ΔEdes ΔEint ΔVelstat ΔEPauli ΔEoi ΔEoi,1 ΔEoi,2 Δqoi,1 Δqoi,2 

1....F– –53.36 94.87 –148.23 –188.60 190.62 –150.25 –95.72 – 0.695 – 

2....F– –44.79 113.83 –158.62 –226.51 219.53 –151.65 –93.45 – 0.676 – 

3....F– –49.14 112.90 –162.04 –218.02 205.53 –149.56 –93.13 – 0.674 – 

4....F– –49.74 115.03 –164.77 –233.58 220.85 –152.03 –86.23 –26.87 0.664 0.364 

4CH3
....F– –47.43 110.94 –158.37 –230.48 230.28 –158.17 –90.36 –25.09 0.671 0.358 

4OH....F– –52.70 116.08 –168.78 –237.27 225.41 –156.91 –90.19 –26.25 0.675 0.363 

4NO2
....F– –58.80 124.74 –183.54 –261.07 244.69 –167.16 –99.03 –21.53 0.726 0.328 

4CN....F– –57.15 128.88 –186.03 –257.22 233.49 –162.30 –96.22 –20.71 0.706 0.321 

5....F– –61.67 111.57 –173.24 –281.50 301.81 –193.56 –82.53 –68.03 –150.56 0.708 

5CH3,H....F– –59.37 109.12 –168.49 –276.53 305.37 –197.33 –81.37 –71.05 0.686 0.525 

5H,CH3
....F– –57.85 110.25 –168.10 –282.63 316.19 –201.66 –85.65 –71.12 0.758 0.524 

5OH,H....F– –57.92 109.90 –167.82 –277.49 306.46 –196.79 –78.27 –75.60 0.685 0.546 

5H,OH....F– –60.04 109.39 –169.43 –297.54 340.02 –211.91 –102.09 –67.02 0.931 0.505 

5NO2,H....F– –80.40 122.66 –203.06 –289.61 285.50 –198.94 –107.73 –33.07 0.826 0.362 

5H,NO2
....F– –73.07 122.36 –195.43 –313.77 326.21 –207.87 –82.73 –80.72 0.710 0.553 

5CN,H....F– –77.10 125.36 –202.46 –292.71 287.15 –196.89 –102.44 –41.75 0.816 0.415 

5H,CN....F– –70.58 125.55 –196.13 –316.20 326.54 –206.47 –85.89 –75.67 0.725 0.534 

6....F– –52.72 113.75 –166.47 –242.47 231.76 –155.76 –86.51 –28.09 –114.60 0.664 

6CH3
....F– –49.46 112.25 –161.71 –242.98 237.01 –155.74 –84.74 –28.81 0.656 0.365 

6OH....F– –53.62 113.20 –166.82 –249.25 243.58 –161.15 –90.55 –27.48 0.674 0.352 

6NO2
....F– –61.12 120.30 –181.42 –270.50 254.16 –165.07 –91.23 –31.10 0.698 0.380 

6CN....F– –59.50 122.63 –182.13 –266.89 248.02 –163.25 –90.69 –29.39 0.690 0.368 

7....F– –36.46 114.01 –150.47 –202.18 160.13 –108.42 –68.29 – – 0.710 

8....F– –31.81 115.79 –147.60 –200.28 156.62 –103.94 –64.88 – – 0.695 

9....F– –49.23 106.69 –155.92 –201.34 163.10 –117.69 –71.64 – – 0.692 

10....F– –35.17 112.81 –147.98 –192.88 143.67 –98.77 –59.84 – – 0.654 

[a] ∆𝐸int = ∆𝑉elstat + ∆𝐸Pauli + ∆𝐸oi; [b] Values in parentheses correspond to the percentage of each stabilizing contribution (∆𝑉elstat + ∆𝐸𝑜𝑖 = 100%). 

(1–10)….F– shows, as a whole, similar values (Table 2). 

Exceptionally, the values of the ΔEdes parameter in the 

compounds 9….F– and, chiefly, 1….F– are lower than in the 

structures (2–8 and 10)….F–. Thus, if consider the interaction 

energy about the influence of the solvent environment, ΔEint+des, 

the receptors 9 and 1 are the 5th and 2nd best compounds to 

recognize the anion F–, respectively. 

The topological analysis of the electron density realized 

through of the QTAIM method shows the existence of bond 

critical points (BCPs) between the receptors (1–10) and the 

anion F–, which point to bonding interactions.39,40 The main 

molecular graphs have been organized in the Figure 3, while 

similar representations have been put in the Figure S3. The ratio 

between the kinetic energy density, Gb, and the potential 

energy density, Vb, –Gb/Vb, and the electron density, ρb, in the 

main BCPs of the complexes (1–10)….F– are organized in the 

Table S2. To complexes (1–10)….F– is possible to note BCPs 

related to B….F–, Te….F– and Sb….F– interactions with values 

between 0.5 and 1.0 of –Gb/Vb. It indicates that the B….F–, Te….F– 

and Sb….F– bonds are partially covalent.54 Furthermore, there 

are C–H….F– and C….F– interactions with values of –Gb/Vb larger 

than 1.0. These data show that the C–H….F– and C….F– bonds are 

mostly non–covalent.54 

For the molecules (4–6)….F–, there are two bonds between  
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Figure 1. The first density deformation channels, Δρ1, for (1–10)….F–. Red and blue regions indicate the electronic density outflow and inflow, respectively. The isovalue 
used to represent these surfaces is 0.001 a.u. Atoms color code: H = white; C = gray; N = blue; P = gold; S = yellow; Cl = green; Fe = cooper; Pt = silver; Pd = papaya; Sb 
= tangerine; and Te = orange. 

the atoms present in the receptors structure and the anion F– 

with partially covalent character. Together, these two partially 

covalent chemical bonds have larger ρb than in the other 

structures, which have only one partially covalent bond (Table 

S2). These data are in agreement with the larger values of 

Δqoi,1+2 in (4–6)….F– regarding to Δqoi,1 present in (1–3)….F– and 

(7–10)….F– (Table 2). Besides, in 4….F– and 6….F–, the B–F– has 

larger ρb (0.111 a.u.) concerning to Te–F– (0.039 a.u.) and Sb–F– 

(0.039 a.u.) chemical bonds. For the compounds where there is 

only one B….F– interaction, (1–3)….F–, it is possible visualize that 

the values of ρb in the BCPs of B–F– (0.129, 0.123 and 0.128 a.u.) 

are essentially constant. These data show a different tendency 

regarding to Δqoi,1 parameter. The complex 1….F– shows a larger 

value of Δqoi,1 (0.692 a.u.) concerning to structures (2 and 3)….F– 

(0.673 and 0.671 a.u., respectively). For the structures (7–

10)….F–, the partially covalent Sb….F– interactions show ρb values 

lower than in the B….F– interactions in (1–3)….F–. In general, these 

results not agree with the lower values of Δqoi,1 in (1–3)….F– 

(from 0.671 to 0.692 a.u.) compared to (7–10)….F– (from 0.656 

to 0.713 a.u.). It can be explained considering that the charge 

transfer from the anion F– to receptors in the NOCV analysis is 

also directed to other atoms (than B or Sb atoms). The 

compound 9….F– shows the largest value of ρb in the Sb….F– BCP 

(0.103 a.u.), while the complexes 7….F–, 8….F–and 10….F– have Sb–

F– bonds with similar values of ρb (0.091, 0.087 and 0.086 a.u., 

respectively). Complementary, the structures (7–10)….F– have 

ionic C–H….F– bonds with values of ρb from 0.012 to 0.015 a.u.  

 

3.2 Designing Compounds to Fluoride Recognition 

Since that the complexes (4–6)….F– shown the most attractive 

values of the ΔEint energy, the receptors 4–6 have been used as 

base for the design of compounds with larger skill for interact 

with the F– anion. To modulate the affinity of the receptors 4–6 

regarding to anion F–, hydrogen atoms present in the aromatic 

rings of the molecules 4–6 have been substituted by electron 

donor or acceptor groups, such as, –OH, –CH3, –CN and –NO2 

(Scheme 2 and Table 2). 

Initially, the presence of the groups –OH, –CH3, –CN and –

NO2 in the receptor structure 4 promotes a decrease of the 

values of the bond length r(B….F–), but increase the values of the 

bond length r(Te….F–). It occurs in a more pronounced way to 

electron acceptor groups –CN and –NO2 concerning to electron 
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Figure 2. The second density deformation channels, Δρ2, for (4–6)….F–. Red and 
blue regions indicate the electronic density outflow and inflow, respectively. The 
isovalue used to represent these surfaces is 0.001 a.u. Atoms color code: H = 
white; C = gray; S = yellow; Sb = tangerine; and Te = orange. 

donor groups –OH and –CH3 (Table 1). The presence of the 

groups –OH and –CH3 in the –R2 position of the complex 5 

increase the bond length r(B….F–) associated to boron atom in 

the anthracene derivative ring. On the other hand, the presence 

of the groups –CN and –NO2 in the –R2 position of the receptor 

5 decrease the bond length r(B….F–) associated to boron atom in 

the anthracene derivative ring. These substitutions in the –R2 

position promote the opposite trend in the bond length r(B….F–) 

related to another boron atom of the compound 5. Overall, the 

–H → –OH, –CH3, –CN or –NO2 substitutions in the –R3 group of 

the receptor 5 promote a decrease of the bonds length r(B….F–). 

Again, the acceptor groups promote more pronounced changes 

in the values of r(B….F–). The –H → –OH, –CH3, –CN or –NO2 

substitutions in the receptor 6 promote, in general, a decrease 

of the bonds lengths r(B….F–) and r(Sb….F–). Exceptionally, there 

is an increase of: i) r(B….F–) in 6….F– → 6CH3
....F–; and ii) r(Sb….F–) 

in 6….F– → 6OH....F–. These data indicate that the electron 

acceptor groups –CN and –NO2, preferentially, will favor the F– 

recognition. 

The EDA analysis shows, firstly, that the interactions 

between the substituted receptors from 4–6 and the anion F– 

are predominantly supported by the ΔVelstat term (58 – 62%), but 

also show a relevant contribution of the ΔEoi component (38 – 

42%) to sum of the attractive energy components (ΔVelstat + 

ΔEoi). The nature of these chemical bonds are similar to 

observed in the complexes (4–6)….F– (Table 2). 

The presence of the electron donor group –CH3 in the 

receptor 4 destabilizes the interaction with the anion F– 

compared to complex 4….F– (Figure 4a). It occurs due to less 

stabilizing value of the ΔVelstat energetic term and more  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Topological map containing the bond paths (continuous or dashed lines 
connecting the cores) and bond critical points (small light green points), for the 
complexes (4–6)….F–. Atoms color code: H = white; B = pink; C = gray; F = green; S 
= yellow; Sb = purple; and Te = brown. 

repulsive value of the ΔEPauli energy component, despite of the 

more attractive value of the ΔEoi energy in the 4CH3
….F– 

interaction. The groups –OH, –NO2 or –CN in the structure 4 

favor the interaction with the anion F– regarding to compound 

4….F–. It can be explained from the more attractive values of the 

ΔVelstat and ΔEoi energies, despite of the more repulsive values 

of the ΔEPauli component in the 4OH….F–, 4NO2
….F– and 4CN….F– 

bonds compared to 4….F– interaction (Figure 4). Overall, the best 

compounds designed from the receptor 4 to interact with the 

anion F– are the structures 4NO2 and 4CN. 

The presence of the electron donor groups –CH3 and –OH in 

the structure 5 destabilize the 5CH3
….F– and 5OH….F– 

interactions regarding to 5….F– bond (Figure 5a). When the –H 

→ –CH3 or –OH substitutions occur in the –R2 position, 

5CH3,H….F– and 5OH,H….F–, respectively, it is because of the less 

stabilizing values of the ΔVelstat term and more repulsive values 

of the ΔEPauli component, despite of the more attractive values 

of the ΔEoi energy in the 5CH3,H….F– and 5OH,H….F– interactions 

than in the 5….F– bond (Figure 4b). However, when the –H → –

CH3 or –OH substitutions occur in the –R3 position, 5H,CH3
….F– 
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Figure 4. EDA results and desolvation energy to complexes: (a) 4….F– (blue bar), 4CH3
….F– (red bar), 4OH….F– (green bar), 4NO2

….F– (purple bar) and 4CN….F– (light blue bar); (b) 5….F– 
(blue bar), 5CH3,H….F– (green bar), 5H,CH3

….F– (light blue bar), 5OH,H….F– (dark blue bar) and 5H,OH….F– (dark green bar); (c) 5….F– (red bar), 5NO2,H….F– (purple bar), 
5H,NO2

….F– (orange bar), 5CN,H….F– (dark red bar) and 5H,CN….F– (dark purple bar); and (d) 6….F– (orange bar), 6CH3
….F– (sea green bar), 6OH….F– (purple bar), 6NO2

….F– 
(brown bar) and 6CN….F– (dark turquoise bar). 

and 5H,OH….F–, respectively, it is due the more repulsive values 

of the ΔEPauli term, despite of the more attractive values of the 

ΔVelstat and ΔEoi energetic components in the 5H,CH3
….F– and 

5H,OH….F– bonds in relation to 5….F– interaction. 

Electron acceptor groups –NO2 and –CN in the structure 5 

promote a more favorable interaction with the anion F– (Figure 

4c). It can be explained from the more attractive values of the 

ΔVelstat and ΔEoi energetic terms and less repulsive values of the 

ΔEPauli energy in the 5NO2,H….F– and 5CN,H….F– interactions (–

NO2 and –CN acceptor groups present in the –R2 position of the 

structure 5) concerning to 5….F– bond (Figure 4c). In addition, it 

appears from the more favorable values of the ΔVelstat and ΔEoi 

energy components, despite of the more repulsive values of the 

ΔEPauli term in the 5H,NO2
….F– and 5H,CN….F– bonds (–NO2 and –

CN acceptor groups present in the –R3 position of the structure 

5) regarding to 5….F– interaction. As a whole, the receptors 

designed from the compound 5 that best interact with the F– 

anion are the molecules 5NO2,H and 5CN,H. 

The –H → –CH3 substitutions in the structure 6 destabilize 

the interaction with the anion F– due to more repulsive value of 

the ΔEPauli energy in the 6CH3
….F– bond concerning to 6….F– 

interaction (Figure 4d). There are similar values of the ΔVelstat 

and ΔEoi components in the 6CH3
….F– and 6….F– bonds. The 

6OH….F– interaction shows a close value of the ΔEint energy 

compared to 6….F– bond. It is because the more favorable values 

of the ΔVelstat and ΔEoi energies are counterbalanced by the 

more repulsive value of the ΔEPauli term in the 6OH….F– bond 

regarding to 6….F– interaction. The 6NO2
….F– and 6CN….F– bonds 

are more favorable than the 6….F– interaction. It is due to more 

attractive values of the ΔVelstat and ΔEoi terms, in spite of the 

more repulsive value of the ΔEPauli component in the 6NO2
….F– 

and 6CN….F– interactions compared to 6….F– bond. 

The NOCV methodology also has been applied to complexes 

(4–6)….F– after the –H → –OH, –CH3, –CN or –NO2 substitutions. 

The most relevant density deformation isosurfaces to these 

structures are shown in the Figures S1 and S2 due to similarity 

with the isosurfaces related to complexes (4–6)….F–. Thus, the F– 
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recognition in the substituted complexes also is supported by 

σ–bond interactions. The substituted compounds show more 

favorable values of the ΔEoi component compared to non–

substituted molecules (4–6)….F–. In general, it is because of the 

sum of the more attractive orbital interactions energy and more 

significant charge transfer values in the first two density 

deformation isosurfaces (ΔEoi,1 and ΔEoi,2, and Δqoi,1 and Δqoi,2, 

respectively) present in the substituted complexes than in the 

compounds (4–6)….F–. 

Furthermore, the change in the values of the ΔEdes term in 

the complexes (4–6)….F– after the –H → –OH, –CH3, –CN or –NO2 

substitutions shows an opposite trend regarding to ΔEint energy 

(Table 2). However, the desolvation penalty summed to ΔEint 

energy, ΔEint+des, not promotes a change in the tendency 

concerning to ΔEint component. 

The QTAIM results to complexes (4–6)….F– after the –H → –

OH, –CH3, –CN or –NO2 substitutions are organized in the 

Figures S4 and S5, and Tables S3–5. In general, the B….F–, Te….F– 

and Sb….F– interactions show values of –Gb/Vb between 0.5 and 

1.0. It indicates that these bonds have a partially covalent 

character.54 Exceptionally, the Te….F– bonds in the complexes 

4NO2
….F– and 4CN….F– have values of –Gb/Vb larger than 1.0. So, 

these chemical bonds show a predominantly non–covalent 

nature.54 Furthermore, there are C–H….F–, C….F– and S….F– 

interactions with values of –Gb/Vb larger than 1.0. Thus, these 

bonds also appear with a chiefly non–covalent character.54 

Overall, there are not relevant changes in the values of ρb in 

the BCPs of the molecules (4–6)….F– after the –H → –OH, –CH3, 

–CN or –NO2 substitutions. However, there are some interesting 

exceptions. The presence of acceptor groups –CN or –NO2 in the 

compound 4 decrease the values of ρb in the BCPs of the Te….F– 

bonds, and increase the values of ρb in the BCPs of the B….F– 

interactions. The presence of the donor group –OH in the –R2 

position of the structure 5 decrease the value of ρb in the BCP 

of the B….F– interaction associated to boron atom in the 

anthracene derivate ring. On the other hand, this substitution 

increase the value of ρb in the BCP of the another B….F– bond. 

The presence of the acceptor groups –CN or –NO2 in the –R2 

position of the structure 5 promote the opposite trend in the 

B….F– interactions concerning to trend visualized from the 

presence of the donor group –OH. Lastly, the presence of the 

acceptor group –NO2 in the –R3 position of the molecule 5 

increase the value of ρb in the BCP of the B….F– interaction, non–

related to anthracene derivative ring. These results indicate 

that donor (–OH) and, chiefly, acceptor groups (–CN and –NO2) 

in the receptors structure support a more asymmetrical 

distribution of the electrons density between the atoms of the 

receptors structure and the anion F–, in agreement with the 

EDA–NOCV data. 

Conclusions 

Therefore, the (1–10)….F– interactions have an electrostatic 

predominantly energy, but with a relevantly contribution of the 

orbital interactions energy. The receptor….F– bonds with the 

most favorable interaction energy were decomposed in: ΔVelstat 

(59–61 %) + ΔEoi (39–41 %). The receptors that directly interact 

with the ion F– from: i) two B atoms (5); ii) one B atom and one 

Sb atom (6); and iii) one B atom and one Te atom (4), appear as 

one of the best structures to recognize the fluoride anion. The 

receptors 4–6 preferentially recognize the anion F– concerning 

to compounds 1–3 (one B atom directly interact with the anion 

F–) and 7–10 (one Sb atom directly interact with the anion F–) 

due to more attractive electrostatic and orbital interactions, 

despite of the larger Pauli repulsion energy in the (4–6)….F– 

bonds regarding to (1–3)….F– and (7–10)….F– interactions. 

Importantly, the NOCV methodology shows that the main 

orbital interactions behind the F– recognition are σ bonds 

established between the receptors 1–10 and the anion F–. Thus, 

the positively charged compounds that interact with the 

fluoride anion from, mainly, two partially covalent chemical 

bonds (involving at least one B atom) in sterically–confined 

binding sites appear, as a whole, as the best candidates to 

promote the recognition of the ion. As exception, the receptors 

1 and 9 with very open binding sites also are potential 

structures to recognize the anion F– due to lower values of the 

desolvation energy in the complexes 1….F– and 9….F– regarding 

to compounds (2–8 and 10)….F–. In general, electron donor 

groups as, for example, –CH3 and –OH in the structure of the 

receptors 4–6 decrease the skill these structures to recognize 

the anion F–. It occurs due these changes decrease the favorable 

electrostatic energy and an increase the Pauli repulsion energy 

in the (4–6)….F– bonds. Exceptionally, the anion F– is: i) 

preferably recognized by the structure 4OH; and ii) similarly 

recognized by the receptor 6OH, regarding to compound 6. It is 

due to more attractive electrostatic and orbital interactions 

energy that overcomes (4OH….F– regarding to 4….F–) or 

counterbalance (6OH….F– concerning to 6….F–) the Pauli 

repulsion energy. Importantly, the presence of electron 

acceptor groups, such as, –CN and –NO2 in the receptors that 

preferably interacted with the anion F–, 4–6, improve the skill 

these structures for the F– recognition using more favorable 

electrostatic and orbital interactions. Thus, the present 

investigation elucidated the main features of the 

experimentally developed receptors to recognize the fluoride 

anion and, chiefly, pointed principles to improve the anionic 

recognition of F–. 
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